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yehoshua bar-hillel: a philosopher's contribution to ... - yehoshua bar-hillel 301 2 research appointment
at mit, 1951-1953 bar-hillel was appointed at rle mainly for the study of the application of computers to
linguistic work. a demonstration of the nonfeasibility of fully automatic ... - reprinted in yr-hillel:
language and information (reading, mass.: addison-wesley, 1964), p.174-179.] a demonstration of the
nonfeasibility of fully automatic high quality translation yehoshua bar-hillel one of the reasons why we do not
as yet have any translation centers, not even in the planning stage, in which electronic computers, general or
special purpose, are used to automate certain ... bar-hillel,yehoshua - william john hutchins - barhillel,yehoshua yehoshua bar-hillel (1915-1975) was an israeli logician and philosopher of language who made
significant contributions in a number of linguistic fields: formal and algebraic linguistics, logical aspects of
natural language, and computational linguistics, in particular machine translation and information retrieval. his
principal essays are included in two collections ... the present status of automatic translation of
languages - the present status of automatic translation of languages• yehoshua bar-hillel hebrew university,
jerusalem, israel 1. aims and methods, survey and critique 1.1 introduction 1.2 unreasonableness of aiming at
fully automatic, high quality translation 1.3 commercial partly mechanized, high quality translation attainable
in the near future 1.4 compromising in the wrong direction 1.5 a critique ... an outline of a theory of
semantic information - an outline of a theory of semantic information rudolf carnap yehoshua bar-hillel
technical report no. 247 october 27, 1952 research laboratory of electronics massachusetts institute of
technology cambridge, massachusetts i / 4--s ar c~~apa& the research reported in this document was made
possible through support extended the massachusetts institute of tech-nology, research laboratory of ... for an
aesthetic definition of information - positivist rudolph carnap and yehoshua bar-hillel. an important
development an important development was fred dretske’s 1981 book knowledge and the flow of information ,
which a quasi-arithmetical notation for syntactic description ... - 48 language, volume 29, number 1 ing
to one method4 recently described, in the following way: poor is an a (for adjective), john is an n (for noun),
sleep is a v (for verb), -s is a vv (for mor- bar-hillel and carnap’s account of semantic information - barhillel and carnap’s account of semantic information february 19, 2010 bar-hillel and carnap’s account of
semantic information falls under the probabilistic approach to information. [1] their idea was to measure the
quantity of semantic information associated with a statement within a given language in terms of the set of
possible worlds it rules out and an a priori logical probability ... the adequacy of context-free phrasestructure grammars - 2 yehoshua bar-hillel and eliyahu shamir, "finite state languages: formal repre
sentation and adequacy," in yehoshua bar-hillel, language and information (reading, ... machine translation
over fifty years - natural language processing in general, computational semantics, artificial intelligence,
automatic indexing and summarization, message understanding, information extraction, controlled languages,
speech recognition and synthesis, translation studies, cross-language bar hillel and machine translation:
then and now - bar hillel and machine translation: then and now sergei nirenburg computing research
laboratory new mexico state university las cruces, nm 88003, usa sergei @ crl.nmsu the name of yehoshua bar
hillel is known to every student of machine translation. the late philosopher richly deserves this recognition: he
had been a central figure in the early development of the field and contributed what ... information and
content: a semantic analysis - yehoshua bar-hillel by statements and its possible measurement in a
rigorous fashion, we must first relativize it not to ordinary languages as such -- which, by their nature, cannot
be treated "in a rigorous fashion" -but to language systems with rigidly prescribed rules of formation and
transformation. the loss in immediate relevance, incurred by this procedure, is believed by many to be more ...
language in focus: foundations, methods and systems - springer - preface yehoshua bar-hillel
(1915-1975) was one of the leading intellectuals of israel and of the world. his work ranged over mathematics,
applied logic, from: proceedings, fourth bar ilan symposium on ... - in 1964 bar-hillel published
"language and information", a selection of papers he wrote by himself and with co-authors. the introduction to
this book (published by addison-wesley and the jerusalem academic press) is a lucid scientific and personal
autobiography. yehoshua bar-hillel was well-known internationally and served as president of the international
association of logic, methodology and ...
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